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Best practice 

and Best Practice sharing ?



Sometimes results are impressive.
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"Tiramisù" means "pick-me-up," and this dessert is certainly able 
to do it with you.



But behind the achievements there are also a lot
of work.
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Some people know how to do the things better.
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Paolo Griffa:

 won the San Pellegrino Young Chef Award 2015

 “ambassador” of tiramisù in 100per100 Italian Awards



What is Paolo’s magic in making the perfect tiramisù?
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We do not know…
…because Paolo did not share his know-how.



In UniCredit not all of us are masters of tiramisù.
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But we know what we are good at!



BEST PRACTICE is…

… an internal 
practice 

that is performed 
in a SUPERIOR way

USEFUL

RELEVANT

MEASURABLE

COMPETITIVE

REPLICABLE

OUR PRIDE



BUT











A failure is a project that doesn't work, but  teaches you 
something.

A mistake is either a failure repeated, or a misguided attempt 
(because of carelessness, selfishness or hubris)

Failures that don't kill us make us bolder, and teach us one more 
way that won't work, while opening the door to things that might.
School confuses us, so do bosses and families.

Go ahead, fail. 

Try to avoid mistakes, though.

The difference between a failure and a mistake - Seth Godin 



Organizational Blindness 

In organizations we are praised, developed, 
promoted based on our best achievements, 
rather than failures !?

Companies and processes embedded in them are not 
designed to accept failure: 

• Operations

• Performance management

• Talent development

• COMPENSATION



Are we proud to share also 
our failures? 



FEAR
I am  not good enough

Punishment
Finger pointing and labeling

Remember the last time you did something wrong ? 



Failure is bad!?



some failures are bad, indeed…. 



When Failure is Good  and when Bad ?



Innovation vs Execution

Start ups vs Incumbents



How we should respond as leaders? 



Failures in the Organizations   

Processes 

Individual 
behaviors  

Uncertainty 

Overload

Complexity 

Lack of 
hyperawareness

Innovation



o Deviance

o Inattention

o Lack of ability

o Process inadequacy

o Task challenge

o Process complexity

o Uncertainty

o Experiment  testing

Failures scale 

Blame

Praise 
!



Again, how we should respond as leaders? 

Understand the Spectrum of the failures

React properly- from punish  to 
motivate/stimulate 

Create  Psychological Safety  so people feel 
secured in admitting and reporting failures.

Approach should be to develop a  clear 
understanding of what happened—not of 
“who did it”—when things go wrong. 



Learning from organizational failures is anything but
Straightforward!

We need to detect early , analyze them deeply, and 
design experiments or pilot to explore them.

Let’s see how we did it in UniCredit… 



Now we have already an Idea Sharing Platform.

And here we can share our Best Practices and Lessons learnt from our 
failures 







Thank You! 


